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Reinvent the classroom 
The landscape of learning has changed dramatically, with schools discovering new 
ways to connect teachers and students wherever they are.

Flexible technology plays a significant role in this transition, enabling institutions to 
offer a mix of in-person, online, and on-demand learning. So however far students are 
from the classroom, they can still join the class – without time, distance, or outside 
interruptions like snow days – holding them back.

That’s where Jabra comes in. We develop innovative audio and video devices that are 
designed to be intuitive as well as intelligent, making it easy to get to grips with any 
new equipment without the need for additional support. Which frees people up to 
focus on more important matters, like what the class is covering today.

Take the hassle out of technology.



             

Hybrid learning in the classroom

Case study

Jabra offers a range of solutions for the classroom that keep everyone 
engaged and in the picture with our signature Panoramic-4K quality,           
180° field-of-view, and premium 2-way audio. 

Choose PanaCast 50, our revolutionary video sound bar, for an outstanding 
all-in-one experience. Or pair the Jabra PanaCast with a Jabra Speak 
speakerphone for a flexible, portable solution.

Sarasota County school district in Florida installed Jabra 
PanaCast cameras and Speak 510 speakerphones in 2,500 
classrooms across the district – from Pre-K through 12th Grade 
and Technical College. 

“We’re excited for what this technology means for teachers, 
and how it allows them to seamlessly, and more meaningfully 
connect with remote students.”

Joe Binswanger, Director of Information Technology                                  
at Sarasota County Schools, FL, USA

SPEAK 510
PANACAST



             

Teaching from home

Case study
Jabra solutions enable teachers to deliver effective and engaging lessons from 
home. Choose from either the PanaCast or PanaCast 20 video solutions, with 
outstanding 4K HD video quality for immersive lessons. Add either a Jabra Speak2 
speakerphone or, if background noise is an issue, try an Evolve2 noise-cancelling 
headset for professional-sounding audio. The Catholic Academy of Sussex County installed Jabra PanaCast 

cameras and Speak 750 speakerphones. 

“Hybrid learning definitely changed the landscape for teachers 
and students. Our goal was to find a technology that creates 

an engaging experience for everyone. When we found Jabra’s 
solutions, and its easy plug-and-play camera and compatible 

speakerphone, it was a no-brainer. We were also impressed with 
the portability of the speaker. The quality is far superior to what 

teachers had on their laptops.”

Brian Vohden

The Catholic Academy of Sussex County, Sparta, NJ, USA

Students in class
Whether students need  

headsetsfor language  
studies, quiet focus time  

in class, or dialing in  
from home, the Jabra Biz 

1100 EDU headset is a 
great choice.

PANACAST
PANACAST 20

SPEAK2 75

JABRA BIZ 1100 EDU

EVOLVE2 30



             

Audio & Video Video Audio Video Audio

PANACAST 50 PANACAST SPEAK2 75 PANACAST 20 EVOLVE2 30

The intelligent, plug-and-play 
video bar with

world-class sound.

Engineered for intelligent 180°
Panoramic-4K plug-and-play 

video conferencing.

The best professional  
speakerphone for  
hybrid working.*

Engineered for intelligent
AI-enabled personal video

conferencing.

Lightweight professional head-
set with noise-isolating design 

for great sound.

Audio Audio Audio Video

Biz 1100 EDU EVOLVE 30 EVOLVE2 30 PANACAST 20

Durable, lightweight  
headset with noise-cancelling  

microphone.

Professional headset with
flexible connectivity and  great 

sound for calls and music.

Lightweight professional head-
set with  noise-isolating design  

for great sound.

Engineered for  
intelligent AI-enabled  

personal video conferencing.

*Refer toJabra.com/commercial-claims

Recommended products 
For teachers

For students

We’ve introduced even more flexible features to our market-leading audio and video devices, to help teachers make anywhere their classroom.

With flexible, immersive technology, students can stay on task and reach their full potential - whenever and wherever they choose to learn.
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Hej. (That’s ‘hi’ in Danish)

We’re Jabra, and we’ve been engineering technology that makes life look and sound better for over 150 years. 
And you?  Well, you might be running a million-dollar account from your kitchen (or café, or school run, or just 

about anywhere really). Or running your first 5k with a pair of expertly engineered earbuds. Or running a project 
via video, beaming yourself from a Toronto armchair to a Tokyo boardroom. 

Whatever you’ve got going on, we’ve got you. With advanced, intelligent video technology. And incredible 
sound quality that makes your voice and your music sound better than ever. All designed to bring life and work 

wonderfully in tune.

Jabra. Technology for life’s new rhythm.


